
  
 

ASSAULT CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST 
'ANGRY' ANCHOR ALYCIA LANE 
By BILL HOFFMAN and LAURA ITALIANO  

February 25, 2008 -- Feisty Philly anchorwoman Alycia Lane is off the hook 
for serious charges that she struck a female NYPD cop with her hand during a 
traffic dispute in Chelsea two months ago. 

Manhattan prosecutors yesterday dropped their felony assault case, 
explaining that while the cop did suffer some scratches to her cheek, that 
didn't rise to the level of physical injury.  

"I'm just glad this is over," the leggy brunette told the cameras after court, 
smiling broadly. At her side was boyfriend Chris Booker, the Philly radio DJ 
who was also with her during the traffic dispute but was uncharged.  

"I just want to thank all of those who supported me and believed in me," Lane 
told reporters.  

Asked for her job plans -- Lane has been fired by her CBS-affiliate -- she 
laughed, and said, "I don't know."  

Prosecutors left two lesser charges standing against the petite, twice-divorced 
Long Island native: harassment and obstruction of governmental 
administration.  

But both sides have agreed that those charges will be dropped in six months 
and the slate against Lane wiped clean if she keeps her nose clean until then. 

In anticipation of the agreement, Lane has already served one day community 
service feeding lunch to, and chatting with, homeless women enrolled in the 
Philadelphia non-profit Project Home, said defense lawyer David Smith.  

"She is not on probation; she has not pleaded guilty," Smith said." This matter 
will end in a complete dismissal."  

The arrest had been a publicity black eye for the attractive KYW-TV news 
woman especially after cops claimed Lane swung at the cop while shouting, "I 
don't give a f--- who you are. I am a reporter, you f---ing dyke."  

Lane garnered more bad press when it was revealed she'd called 
Pennsylvania Gov. Ed Rendell the day after her arrest. Both Lane and the 

governor denied that Lane hoped the governor would pull any strings for her.  

Then followed news that she'd been fired from the TV station, and was readying a lawsuit in retaliation. 
Lane's civil lawyer, Paul Rosen, was among Lane's entourage yesterday, but declined to say if the suit 
was still pending.  
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Still, Lane is no stranger to bad publicity. Lane used to date married NFL Network anchor Rich Eisen, and 
was publicly embarrassed when the story leaked that she had e-mailed Eisen sexy bikini snaps of herself 
only to have them discovered by his wife, Suzy Shuster, also a sports broadcaster.  

Meanwhile, several television outfits, both local and national, have expressed interest in hiring Lane, her 
agent, Gregg Willinger, said yesterday declining to give details.  
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